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Optimal Constant Multiplication using
Integer Linear Programming

Martin Kumm, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Constant multiplication circuits can be realized
multiplierless by using additions, subtractions and bit-shifts.
The problem of finding a multiplication circuit with minimum
adders and subtractors for a given constant (set of constants)
is known as single (multiple) constant multiplication (SCM,
MCM) problem. This work proposes a novel integer linear
programming (ILP) formulation to optimally solve SCM and
MCM problems. In contrast to previous ILP approaches, none
of the possible intermediate constants have to be pre-computed
as all additions are directly evaluated. This leads to fewer ILP
variables and more compact models. Due to the flexibility of ILP,
the proposed model can be extended to several other (secondary)
objectives. To demonstrate this, an extension for minimal SCM
and MCM circuits using 3-input adders as well as an extension
for minimizing the circuits’ glitch path count for low power
applications are provided. The experimental results show that
the formulation is useful for practically relevant problem sizes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The multiplication by a constant is an important operation
that appears in many numerical algorithms. Commonly, the
multiplication with a single constant is called single constant
multiplication (SCM) while the multiplication with several
constants is referred to as multiple constant multiplication
(MCM). The MCM operation appears quite often in algorithms
from digital signal processing, like finite impulse response
(FIR) filters or discrete transforms. One common and efficient
way for realizing SCM or MCM circuits is to transform them
into several additions, subtractions and bit-shifts.

The conventional binary multiplication is based on the
shifted addition of (digit-wise) partial products. When one
operand is a constant, obviously, only the non-zero digits have
to be considered. Using a signed digit representation of the
constant [1] often reduces the number of non-zeros digits.
However, it is well known that this typically does not lead to an
optimal circuit, i.e., a circuit with minimal adders/subtractors.
Fig. 1 shows examples of an MCM operation with the two
constants 19 and 43. While the solution in Fig. 1(a) uses
a minimum signed digit (MSD) representation, the solution
in Fig. 1(b) shows the optimal circuit using common 2-input
adders. Determining the optimal circuit for a given constant(s)
is known as the SCM (MCM) problem. It was shown that even
the simpler SCM problem belongs to the class of NP-complete
optimization problems [2].

Optimal SCM circuits were exploited for up to four adders
by the MAG algorithm of Dempster and Macleod [3]. Later,
these results were extended by Gustafsson et al. to five adders
[4]. Further extensions for up to six adders were considered
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Fig. 1: Different adder circuits to realize a multiplication with
constants 19 and 43 using (a) MSD, (b) minimal 2-input adders
and (c) minimal 3-input adders

in [5]. These works showed that using four, five and six
adders are sufficient to multiply with 12 bit, 19 bit and 32 bit
constants, respectively. However, to integrate results from
these works into CAD tools, large look-up tables storing all
enumerated solutions have to be used.

Solving the MCM problem in an optimal way received a
lot of attention in the recent years. A first approach using
integer linear programming (ILP) was proposed by Gustafsson
[6]. The search space of the MCM problem was constructed
as a directed hypergraph where each node corresponds to a
possible factor and hyperarcs (=two input arcs) are used to
represent ways to compute this factor from other factors. Then,
the MCM problem is identical to the problem of finding a
Steiner hypertree in that hypergraph. However, its computa-
tional complexity is only suitable for small MCM instances
or to find lower bounds of the adder count by relaxing the
model to a continuous LP problem. Similar ideas were used
in [7], [8] to solve variants of the MCM problem, the pipelined
MCM (PMCM) problem and MCM with minimum adder
depth (AD). Another ILP-based approach was proposed by
Aksoy et al. [9]. However, as it assumes a certain number
representation, it is not globally optimal. The same group
developed specialized breadth-first search (BFS) and depth-
first search (DFS) algorithms for optimally solving the MCM
problem [10], [11].

In all previous MCM ILP formulations [6]–[9], the search
space has to be constructed in advance by tabulating all
possible factors that may occur in an optimal solution. As the
number of these factors grow exponentially with the coefficient
word size, this quickly leads to very large and computationally
intensive models. This work presents an alternative ILP formu-
lation of the MCM problem that avoids any pre-computation
of possible factors. This is achieved by optimizing the MCM
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circuit structure itself. Of course, this can not beat highly
specialized branch-and-bound algorithms [10], [11] but is
easy to re-implement and offers a framework for different
main or secondary optimization objectives or additional con-
straints. Besides that, any progress in the performance of ILP
solvers translates into the performance of solving the MCM
problem. Examples for different objectives are minimizing
power consumption [12]–[16], the combination with LUT-
based multipliers [7] or additional constraints on fan-out [6],
pipelining [8], 3-input adders [17], [18], carry-save adders [19]
or reconfiguration [20]. Moreover, it might be integrated into
related ILP formulations, e.g., for the optimization of digital
filters [21]. To show the versatility of the proposed ILP model,
an extension for 3-input adders as well as an extension for
minimizing the GPC are proposed. In the following, the ILP
formulation is introduced.

II. ILP FORMULATION

In the proposed ILP formulation, we assume that the number
of adders NA is known. Hence, to find the minimal number
of adders, we have to start our search by solving the ILP for
a lower bound of the adders NA = NA,lb and, if infeasible,
increase NA by one until a feasible solution is found. As a
consequence, the objective for the ILP solver is not used (set
to a constant) but can be used for other secondary objectives.
There are well-known lower bounds for the adder count
available [22], [23].

We first start with a non-linear mathematical model of the
SCM problem to highlight the main ideas and the definition
of the main variables. These non-linear constraints are next
linearized and then, the formulation is extended to MCM.

A. A First Non-Linear Model

SCM or MCM instances like the ones shown in Fig. 1
are represented as a so-called adder graph. Each node in an
adder graph corresponds to an adder/subtractor and is assigned
to a constant, which is a multiple of the input. Each edge
corresponds to a connection between adders or input/output(s)
and is assigned to a bit shift. In the following, each adder
node is labeled with an index a = 1 . . . NA. In addition, we
define an input node a = 0 and its corresponding constant is
constrained to be

C1: c0 = 1 .

The constant of an adder node is computed from two other
nodes by

ca = (−1)φa,`2sa,`ca,` + (−1)φa,r2sa,rca,r , (1)

where φa,`/r, sa,`/r and ca,`/r correspond to the sign, the bit
shift and the source node connected at the left (`) and right
(r) input of the adder, respectively.

Now, the SCM problem can be defined by finding a feasible
solution of source nodes, shifts and signs in (1) for the given
adder nodes with minimal NA, such that one coefficient ca is
identical to the target constant C we want to multiply with. As
(1) is non-linear, it can not be used in standard ILP solvers. For
that, an indicator constraint model is derived in the following.

TABLE I: Used constants (top) and variables (bottom)

Constant/Variable Meaning

NA ∈ N Number of adders
NO ∈ N Number of outputs (for MCM)
C, Cj ∈ N Target SCM constant, target MCM constant j
Smin, Smax ∈ Z Minimum and maximum shift

ca ∈ N Constant computed in adder a
ca,i ∈ N Constant of input i ∈ {`, r} of adder a
csh
a,i ∈ N Shifted constant of input i ∈ {`, r} of adder a
c

sh,sg
a,i ∈ N Shifted, sign corrected constant of input

i ∈ {`, r} of adder a
φa,i ∈ {0, 1} Sign of input i ∈ {`, r} of adder a (0:’+’, 1:’−’)
ca,i,k ∈ {0, 1} true, if input i of adder a is connected to adder k
ϕa,i,s ∈ {0, 1} true, if input i of adder a is shifted by s bits
oa,j ∈ {0, 1} true, if output j is connected to adder a

B. A Model using Indicator Constraints

Indicator constraints are special constraints in which a
binary variable controls whether or not a specified linear
constraint is active. They are directly supported by many ILP
solvers and are numerically more robust compared to so-called
big-M constraints but are typically slower due to weaker relax-
ations [24]. We start with a formulation containing indicator
constraints. First, the non-linear relation of (1) is split into
several additional variables as follows

ca = (−1)φa,` 2sa,`ca,`︸ ︷︷ ︸
=csh

a,`︸ ︷︷ ︸
=csh,sg

a,`

+(−1)φa,r 2sa,rca,r︸ ︷︷ ︸
=csh

a,r︸ ︷︷ ︸
=csh,sg

a,r

. (2)

The constant after the bit shift of the left (`) and right (r) input,
respectively, is represented by csh

a,`/r, while csh,sg
a,`/r also include

the sign. Now, the adder result can be linearly represented by

C2: ca = csh,sg
a,` + csh,sg

a,r ∀a = 1 . . . NA .

Next, several binary decision variables are used to select the
sources, shifts and signs of each node. An overview of the
constants and variables is given in Table I. All variables (in-
cluding the ones explained next) describing the configuration
of the adder computing 19x in Fig. 1(b) are shown in Fig. 2.

1) Adder Source: The binary variable ca,i,k is used to select
the source. It is defined to be true, when input i ∈ {`, r} of
adder a is connected to adder k. This can be represented by
the following constraints:

C3a: ca,i = ck if ca,i,k = 1 ∀a = 1 . . . NA, i ∈ {`, r}
k = 0 . . . a− 1

C3b:
a−1∑
k=1

ca,i,k = 1 ∀a = 1 . . . NA, i ∈ {`, r}

While C3a is the indicator constraint that assigns the value ck
in case ca,i,k is set, C3b makes sure that exactly one source
is selected for each adder input.

Instead of allowing arbitrary connections from any adder to
any other adder, the adders are ordered and only connections
from previous adders with a lower id (i.e., k < a) are
allowed. This has two reasons. First, loops are prevented, i.e.,
factors which are computed from succeeding adders forming
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Fig. 2: Variables of adder 2 for the example in Fig. 1(b)

an invalid loop [6]. Second, the search space is reduced as
many combinations having the same quality are excluded
without loosing the optimal solution. This can be proven by
the fact that nodes of an optimal adder graph can be always
be reordered such that the node a with a > k has a higher or
equal depth than node k.

2) Shift of Input: The binary variable ϕa,i,s is used to select
the bit shift. It is defined to be true, when input i ∈ {`, r} of
adder a is shifted by s bits. The shifted constant is obtained by

C4a: csh
a,i = 2sca,i if ϕa,i,s = 1 ∀a = 1 . . . NA, i ∈ {`, r},

s = Smin . . . Smax

C4b:
Smax−1∑
s=Smin

ϕa,i,s = 1 ∀a = 1 . . . NA, i ∈ {`, r} .

Again, the shift is applied in indicator constraint C4a while
C4b ensures that exactly one shift is selected. However, not
all possible shift combinations are necessary. In general, it
is sufficient that one input has a positive (left) shift while
the other is zero or both inputs have an identical negative
(right) shift [3]. As the inputs can be arbitrary connected in
constraints C3a/b, we can further tighten the formulation by
allowing only the right input shift to be non-zero positive and
requiring both shifts to be identical for negative shifts

C4c: ϕa,l,s = 0 ∀s > 0

C4d: ϕa,`,s = ϕa,r,s ∀s < 0 .

3) Sign of Input: Another binary variable φa,i is defined
for each adder input that determines the sign. The shifted and
sign-corrected input of adder node a is obtained by

C5a: csh,sg
a,i = −csh

a,i if φa,i = 1 ∀a = 1 . . . NA, i ∈ {`, r}
C5b: csh,sg

a,i = csh
a,i if φa,i = 0 ∀a = 1 . . . NA, i ∈ {`, r}

C5c: φa,` + φa,r ≤ 1 ∀a = 1 . . . NA .

While C5a and C5b are obvious, constraints C5c ensure that
only one input of the adder is subtracted (as subtracting both
inputs is typically much more hardware demanding).

4) Output Constraints: For the SCM problem, the last
adder has to be constrained to the target coefficient C

C6: cNA = C .

To consider multiple outputs, we have to add new binary
decision variables oa,j which determine the adder result a for

each output j. This leads to the following constraints which
replace C6 in the MCM case:

C6a: Cj = ca if oa,j = 1 ∀a = 0 . . . NA, j = 1 . . . NO

C6b:
NO∑
j=1

oa,j = 1 ∀a = 0 . . . NA

C. Fully Linear ILP Model

An indicator constraint of the form

x = y if z = 1 (3)

can be rewritten in linear form by using a big-M constraint

y −M +Mz ≤ x ≤ y +M −Mz . (4)

For z = 1, (4) becomes x = y. For z = 0, (4) becomes

y −M ≤ x ≤ y +M . (5)

Hence, if constant M is set to a sufficiently large value, the
constraint is disabled.

Using this relation, the indicator constraints C3a, C4a, C5a,
C5b and C6a can be linearized as follows:

C3a’: ck −M +Mca,i,k ≤ ca,i ≤ ck +M −Mca,i,k

C4a’: 2sca,i −M +Mϕa,i,s ≤ csh
a,i ≤ 2sca,i +M −Mϕa,i,s

C5a’: csh
a,i −Mφa,i ≤ csh,sg

a,i ≤ c
sh
a,i +Mφa,i

C5b’: −csh
a,i −M +Mφa,i ≤ csh,sg

a,i ≤ −c
sh
a,i +M −Mφa,i

C6a’: ca −M +Moa,j ≤ Cj ≤ ca +M −Moa,j

For all Big-M constraints above, M must be larger than
that maximum coefficient value. Note that the integer vari-
ables from Table I are computed from integer constants and
booleans, so they are actually integers and can be relaxed to
real numbers to speed up the optimization. However, for large
constants, this may yield to numerical problems within the
solver which have to be considered.

As we now have a framework for SCM and MCM, we will
now look at two specific extensions for 3-input adders and for
minimum GPC to show the versatility of ILP.

III. TERNARY ADDER EXTENSION

Modern FPGAs provide the possibility to implement 3-input
adders, commonly referred to as ternary adders. These are
capable of adding three independent inputs with the same logic
resources than used for common two-input adders [25], [26].
The use of ternary adders also showed significant resource
reductions for SCM [18] and MCM [17] operations. To give an
example, Fig. 1(c) shows the optimal solution of the previous
MCM example when using ternary adders. So far, no method
for optimally solving MCM with ternary adders exists but the
proposed ILP formulation is easily extended as follows.

Constraints C2 and C5c have to be replaced by

C2∗: ca = csh,sg
a,` + csh,sg

a,m + csh,sg
a,r ∀a = 1 . . . NA

C5c∗: φa,` + φa,m + φa,r ≤ 2 ∀a = 1 . . . NA .

where the third input is represented as additional (middle)
input i = m. While the extension in C2∗ is obvious, C5c∗
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limits up to two of the three inputs to being negative, which
is realizable on modern FPGAs [17]. Constraints C3a/b, C4a/b
and C5a/b have to be extended to include the case i = m, i. e.,
i ∈ {`,m, r}. Constraints C1, C4c/d as well as C6 (SCM) or
C6a/b (MCM) remain identical.

IV. GLITCH PATH COUNT EXTENSION

There exist several metrics which give an indirect measure
of the power consumption of shift-and-add based constant
multiplication circuits. The simplest word level power metric
is the adder depth (AD) (also called logic depth) of an MCM
circuit. It is defined as the maximum number of cascaded
adders on each path. Several methods exist which optimize the
adder depth as a secondary objective [8], [13]–[15]. The glitch
path (GP) count (GPC) was introduced as a more accurate
word level power estimation [12] which was used in several
succeeding works [8], [14], [15], [27]. The main idea is based
on the observation that each adder produces glitches due to
the internal carry propagation. Each glitch may now produce
further glitches in succeeding adders. For circuits having the
same adder cost, there may be substantial differences in the
glitch propagation. As more glitches directly lead to more
dynamic power, glitch-reduced adder graphs are preferred.
The error of the GPC estimation compared to the gate-level
power simulation Prime Power was shown to be in the order
of 20% [16]. However, it was shown in several works that
an MCM circuit with lower GPC typically provides a lower
power consumption even with identical AD [12], [14], [15].

A. Definition of Glitch Path Count

The GP is defined for each adder output as

GPoutput = GPleft input + GPright input + 1 , (6)

where the GP of the adder graph input is defined to be zero.
The sum of all GP’s leads to the GPC of the adder circuit.

B. ILP Extension to Minimizing Glitch Path Count

Let GPa be the GP of adder a. Per definition, the GP of the
input (a = 0) is constrained to be zero

C7a: GP0 = 0 .

Using the already defined source decision variable ca,i,k, the
GP of the input is constrained to as

C7b: GPa,i = GPk if ca,i,k = 1 ∀a = 1 . . . NA, i ∈ {`, r},
k = 0 . . . a− 1

using indicator constraints or by

C7b’: GPk −M +Mca,i,k ≤ GPa,i ≤ GPk +M −Mca,i,k

using a linear model. The GP of adder a is now

C7c: GPa = GPa,` + GPa,r + 1 ∀a = 1 . . . NA

and the total GPC is the sum over all nodes, which is used as
the objective for the ILP

minimize
NA∑
a=1

GPa .

As we have an outer loop testing for the minimal NA, the
GPC is in fact the secondary objective. This is desirable not
only for the reason of the reduced area but also for power as
the GPC does not consider the static power contribution of
additional adders. However, if static logic is low compared to
dynamic power, one could check larger NA for lower GPC.
The extension of the GPC objective to ternary adders is also
straight forward.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The implementation of the proposed formulation was done
with the help of the Scalable Linear Programming library
ScaLP [28] and is available as the omcm tool within the open-
source framework PAGSuite [29]. Several experiments were
performed to show the practical use of the ILP formulation.
In all experiments, gurobi 7.0.2 [30] was used as ILP solver
running on four cores of an Intel Xeon E5-2650 2.3 GHz CPU.

To get a first impression of the complexity, we consider the
15th order linear-phase lowpass FIR filter used in [6] with the
coefficients {−8, 4, 28, 5,−67,−44, 175, 422}/1024. It was
reported in [6] that only the linear relaxation of the problem
was solved in which all integral constraints on the variables are
relaxed to continuous variables which significantly reduces the
problem complexity. The linear relaxation objective was found
to be 6.12, which tells that the lower bound is seven adders
and proves the optimality of solutions of several previous
heuristics. The proposed method is able to prove that six
adders is not sufficient after 55 seconds while the optimal
solution using seven adders was found in less than a second.

To test the ternary adder extension, the same filter bench-
mark as used in [17] was optimized. For the smaller designs
with N = 6, N = 10 and N = 13 coefficients, the heuristic
results obtained in [17] could be proven to be optimal. For the
larger designs no solution could be found within 24 hours. This
shows the efficiency but also the necessity of the heuristic.

Additional experiments were performed with an FIR filter
benchmark from image processing that was previously used
in [7], [8]. As a baseline, one of the most advanced MCM
heuristic Hcub [31], the optimal MCM method DFS [11] as
well as the minimum adder depth MCM heuristic mode of
RPAG [8] were used. Table II shows for each filter instance,
the size of the constant matrix, the bit width of the coefficients
Bc, the number of unique odd coefficients (excluding 0 and
1) Nuq and, for each method, the resulting adder cost (#add),
the average adder depth (AD) and the GPC. In addition, the
runtime is given for the proposed ILP method, for all other
methods, the runtime was always less than a second. Regarding
the adder cost, the Hcub heuristic performs remarkably good
as only one instance (gaussian 5 × 5) requires one adder
more than the optimum. Of course, the specialized DFS
search is able to find optimal results for every instance but is
not simply extendable towards minimum GPC. The proposed
approach was able to find a minimum adder solution except
the lowpass filter 15 × 15, for which no solution could be
found within 24 hours. Regarding the GPC, it can be observed
that solutions with lower GPC can be found having the same
optimal adder cost. Due to the increased complexity, for two
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TABLE II: Optimization results for minimum adder cost (#add) and minimum GPC using different methods (best marked bold)

Hcub [31] DFS [11] RPAG min AD [8] proposed

Filter Size Bc Nuq #add AD (avg.) GPC #add AD (avg.) GPC #add AD (avg.) GPC #add AD (avg.) GPC runtime [sec]

gaussian 3× 3 8 3 4 1.5 7 4 1.5 7 4 1.5 6 4 1.5 6 0.7
gaussian 5× 5 12 3 6 2 14 5 2.2 17 6 2 14 5 2.2 17 12.8
laplacian 3× 3 8 3 3 1.67 6 3 1.67 6 4 1.5 7 3 1.67 6 0.02
unsharp 3× 3 8 3 4 1.5 6 4 1.5 6 4 1.5 6 4 1.5 6 0.24
unsharp 3× 3 12 3 5 2.2 16 5 2 15 6 1.83 15 5 2.2 14 14.5
lowpass 5× 5 8 5 6 1.67 16 6 1.67 13 7 1.57 13 6 1.67 13 150.8
lowpass 9× 9 10 12 12 1.58 24 12 1.58 28 13 1.54 23 12 – – 12859
lowpass 15×15 12 25 25 2.04 67 25 2.04 69 27 1.96 70 – – – –
highpass 5× 5 8 4 4 1.25 5 4 1.25 5 4 1.25 5 4 1.25 5 0.13
highpass 9× 9 10 5 5 1.4 7 5 1.4 7 5 1.4 7 5 1.4 7 0.45
highpass 15×15 12 12 12 1.5 18 12 1.5 19 12 1.5 18 12 – – 305.7

more instances, the solver failed in finding a solution within
24 hours. One interesting observation is that the minimum
adder depth solutions obtained by RPAG typically not lead to
the minimum GPC solutions (in special, every time when the
adder count was increased).

VI. CONCLUSION

A completely different way of formulating the SCM and
MCM problems using ILP was proposed in this work. No pre-
computation of possible constants is required which yields to
very compact models with only few variables. It is easily ex-
tendable towards different objectives or additional constraints.
It was shown that problem sizes of practical interest can
be solved. Due to the NP-complete nature of the considered
problem and ILP itself, not every SCM or MCM problem can
be solved. However, any improvement on future ILP solvers
will help to get closer to achieving the goal of optimizing
MCM related problems in a closed mathematical framework.
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